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LensCulture’s Emerging Talents 2015

LensCulture is pleased to announce 50 of the most promising

Congratulations to all of these fine winners, and special thanks

emerging photographers in the world today!

to every photographer who participated in the competition.
Indeed, there were many, many excellent submissions this

2015

EMERGING
TALENTS

These 50 accomplished photographers were selected

year, and the editors of LensCulture plan to publish feature

as the best emerging talents from a very large pool of

articles about several of the other entries as well as this year’s

submissions received from photographers in 112 countries.

top winners.

A jury of international photography experts awarded
these photographers for their brilliant range of creativity,

Beyond the 50 award winners, every photographer who

photographic expertise, fluency in the visual medium, and

entered this year’s competition was a winner in another

abilities to tell captivating stories in compelling ways.

way, too. Each participant was eligible to receive a written
summary critique of their submission, written by photo industry

The language of photography continues to get more

experts. This valuable critical feedback is intended to help

interesting and more complex as it becomes the most

photographers of all levels to advance their careers and

universal medium of communication worldwide — and each

become better photographers. This new initiative seems to be

of these new talents excels at using the visual language of

working very well — the letters of thanks and appreciation we

photography with fluency, nuance and verve.

have received from photographers after they received their
written reviews has been very gratifying for all of us.

Of the 50 winning LensCulture Emerging Talents for 2015,
each juror on our international panel was asked to select one

Please take the time to enjoy each and every one of the

photographer whose project specifically appealed to them,

award-winning projects here (and the full features for each

personally. These eight photographers receive cash awards

photographer online at lensculture.com), and be sure to share

as well as special recognition in individual statements of praise

any inspiration you discover here with other people who love

from the juror who selected their work.

great photography!

— Jim Casper, Editor-in-Chief, LensCulture, on behalf of the
international jury and the whole team at LensCulture
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Jennifer Blessing joined the curatorial

As a photojournalist for the Sygma

María García Yelo is the Director

Ada Takahashi is a principal with the

Sacha Lecca is a photographer and a

Todd Hido is a San Francisco Bay

Mary Virginia Swanson is an author,

Jim Casper is the founding editor and

staff of the Guggenheim in 2002, after

Photo Agency in Paris, Jones

of PHotoEspaña, an international

Robert Koch Gallery in San Francisco.

Deputy Photo Editor at Rolling Stone

Area-based artist whose work has

educator and advisor who helps

publisher of LensCulture, one of the

previously working at the museum

documented conflict all over the

festival of photography and visual

She joined the gallery in 1986.

Magazine. He has had a 20-year-

been featured in Artforum, The New

photographers find the strengths

leading destinations for contemporary

from 1989–97. She recently co-

world, most notably in Eastern

arts. With a degree in Art History

Takahashi focuses on the gallery’s

long career in print journalism with

York Times Magazine, Eyemazing,

in their work, identify appreciative

photography from around the

organized “Haunted: Contemporary

Europe, Africa and the Middle East,

from the Universidad Complutense in

curatorial efforts, liaising with artists,

stints at Newsweek, CMP Media, and

Wired, Elephant, FOAM, and Vanity

audiences and present their work in

world. As an active member in the

Photography/Video/ Performance,”

his work being widely published by

Madrid, García Yelo was the Director

and on the gallery’s presence at

his current photo editing position at

Fair. His photographs are in the

an informed, professional manner. A

contemporary photography world,

which opened in March 2010 before

Time, Newsweek, The New York

of the Post-War and Contemporary

international art fairs. The Koch Gallery

Rolling Stone.

permanent collections of the Getty,

trusted mentor and consultant, she

Casper organizes annual international

traveling to the Guggenheim Museum

Times Magazine, the Sunday Times

Art department at the British auction

program emphasizes contemporary

the Whitney Museum of Art, the

presents seminars and lectures on

photography portfolio review events,

Bilbao. In addition to organizing

Magazine, Paris Match, and Stern. He

house Christie’s, in Spain, from

photography as well as experimental

Guggenheim Museum, New York, San

marketing opportunities that have

curates arts exhibitions, writes about

photo-based exhibitions, she is

has collaborated on numerous books

2008 until 2013. She was previously

work from the 1920s and 1930s. In

Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and

proven to aid photographers in

photography and culture, lectures,

responsible for developing the

and media projects and his work has

the General Deputy Director of

recent years, the gallery’s exhibitions

the Los Angeles County Museum of

moving their careers to the next level.

conducts workshops, serves as an

museum’s photography collection.

been widely exhibited. He has worked

Conservation and Research at the

have included work by Michael Wolf,

Art, as well as in many other public

Swanson will be presenting lectures

international juror and nominator

as a cameraman and editor, producing

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina

Robert Heinecken, Jeff Brouws,

and private collections. He has over

and serving as a Portfolio Reviewer at

for key awards, and is an advisor to

During her tenure with the museum

magazine features, documentaries

Sofía (2005-2008) and Assistant

Kenneth Josephson, Brian Ulrich,

a dozen published books; his most

PHotoEspaña in June and PhotoNOLA

arts and education organizations.

she has curated numerous touring

and news programmes for the BBC.

Director of the Museo de Arte

TR Ericsson, and Shai Kremer. The

recent monograph titled “Excerpts

in December 2015.

He serves on the board of directors

exhibitions as well as contributed to

He was the curator of the Sunday

Contemporáneo Esteban Vicente in

contemporary program is shaped by a

from Silver Meadows” was released in

many other museum’s exhibitions

Times 50th Anniversary exhibition at

Segovia (2002-2004). She has also

desire to expand the dialogue around

2013, along with an innovative b-sides

and catalogues. Her most recent

the Saatchi Gallery, and is also the

served as an independent curator and

significant aesthetic and social issues

box set designed to function as a

exhibition, “Photo-Poetics: An

editor of a major retrospective book of

as an art critic for ABC Cultural. She is

of our time, an aim that is shared by

companion piece to his award-winning

Anthology,” will open in New York

the Bosnian War, which was published

the author of various publications.

many of the gallery’s artists.

monograph in 2014.

this fall. It will be preceded by a

in 2013. He is a regular photographic

presentation at the Deutsche Bank

judge and lecturer and has taught the

www.phe.es

www.kochgallery.com

www.toddhido.com

KunstHalle in Berlin this summer.

Joop Swart Master-class for the World

www.rollingstone.com

at SPE, the Society for Photographic
www.mvswanson.com

Education, the world’s largest
association of photography educators.

lensculture.com

Press, and the Visa D’Or workshops.
www.guggenheim.org

His numerous international
photographic awards include two
World Press Photo Awards.

www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/
sto/Magazine
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FINALISTS

FINALISTS

Alfredo Bosco

Frances F Denny

Luisa Dorr

Paul Thulin

Italy

United States

Brazil

United States

Álvaro Calvo

Hannah Cooper McCauley

Magda Biernat

Sara Lewkowicz

Spain

United States

United States

United States

Anna Grzelewska

Ian Hughes

Marie Pauline Niks

Tadas Černiauskas

Poland

United Kingdom

Belgium

Lithuania

Antonio Ysursa

Ima Mfon

Marta Zgierska

Laura Hospes

United States

United States

Poland

Netherlands

Benoit Paillé

Inés Duemig

Michał Sierakowski

Jessica Eve Rattner

Canada

Gernany

Poland

United States

CY Frankel

Jaime Purbla

Mika Sperling

Adrien Selbert

United Kingdom

Poland

Germany

France

Camille M.

Jennifer McClure

Molly Lamb

Joshua Rashaad McFadden

France

United States

United States

United States

Camilo Ramirez

Jialuo Wu

Polao Marchetti

Christian Vium

United States

United States

Italy

Denmark

Christian Werner

Jiaxi Yang

Patrick Tombola

Gernany

United States

Italy

Christopher Colville

Joan Alvado

Sofie Amalie Klougart

United States

Spain

Denmark

Daniel Seiffert

Karina Sechi

Susan Worsham

Gernany

Spain

United States

Emily Sheffer

Keiji Fujimoto

Tom Kiefer

United States

Japan

United States

Etienne Malapert

Kristoffer Axén

William Douglas

Switzerland

Sweden

United States

Filippo Mutani

Kurt Simonson

Zora Murff

Italy

United States

United States
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

Pine Tree Ballads
A poetic vision of land, family, and time—inspired by the woods along
the coast of Maine, this narrative explores identity, memory and the
magical aura of ancient, shared histories.

Paul Thulin
United States
www.paulthulin.com

Opposite page:
Red Skies in the Morning.

Top:
Memoriam: She Walks With Her Shawl.
Ode to Irving.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Paul Thulin
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Clockwise from top left:

Clockwise from top left:

Grave of Abelard.

Bonyenne.

Red Skies in the Morning.

Searching for Mabel.

“Exposed - - fog,” whispered.

Cervantes’ Shadow.

Norna Dómr.

Emerging
Talents
Annual
2015
| Paul
Thulin
Earth Awards
Annual
2015
| Paolo
Marchetti
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

Maggie
Both a lacerating portrait of domestic abuse and a thought-provoking
look at the photographer’s role as documentarian (and ours as witness).

Sara Lewkowicz
United States
www.saranaomiphoto.com

Above:
As Shane and Maggie continued to fight,
Memphis ran into the room and refused
to leave Maggie’s side. Shane continued
to scream in Maggie’s face as Memphis
wedged herself between them. At some
point, the toddler had stopped crying and
began trying to soothe her weeping mother.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Sara Lewkowicz

Clockwise from top left:
A trip to the barbershop designed to
provide a moment of male bonding for
Shane and Kayden couldn’t resolve the
tension between them.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Opposite page lockwise from top left:
Maggie and Shane took a rare night out alone
together, singing karaoke at a local bar.

A resident of the house called the police, who
arrived and arrested Shane. As he was being led
away in handcuffs, Shane pled with Maggie not
to let the police take him into custody, crying out,
“Please, Maggie, I love you, don’t let them take
me, tell them I didn’t do this!”.

This page:
Kayden and Memphis played superheros on the
couch in the living room.
The decision to move to Alaska was made quickly after the incident, and Maggie and the children
moved into an apartment with Zane inside of a
month. The couple had limited funds, and the
children slept on a futon together for their first
several months.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Sara Lewkowicz
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

Comfort Zone
On the beach, we forget
ourselves, exhibiting little
of the self-consciousness
that usually marks our
being in the public space.
What if we could carry on
so happily in the rest of
our daily lives...?

Tadas Černiauskas
Lithuania
tadaocern.com

All captions: Srebrenica, Comfort Zone.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Tadas Černiauskas
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Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Tadas Černiauskas
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

UCP-UMCG
Made in a mental hospital, on the verge of suicide, these self-portraits
offer a piercing window into the gaping maw of depression, anxiety
and loneliness.

Laura Hospes
Netherlands
www.laurahospes.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Laura Hospes
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Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Laura Hospes
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

Opposite page:

Jessica Eve Rattner
United States
www.jessicaeverattner.com

House of Charm
A nearly decade-long documentation of a local eccentric, who turns
out to be a fascinating, confident individual who throws into question
our standards of “normal.”

Lee reads several newspapers daily.
She especially likes the funnies, and always does
the Word Scramble puzzles.

This page from top to bottom:
Lee’s house at night. There are very few working
lights so Lee relies on flashlights and battery
powered torches.
Lee on a rare hot summer evening.
Lee points to an old portrait of herself and her
just-groomed poodle, Mignonne.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Jessica Eve Rattner

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Clockwise from top left:
Clockwise from top left:
The 1959 graduation certificate from House of Charm, the San Francisco School of
Charm, Fashion and Photographic Modeling that Lee attended as a young woman.
Lee often talks about her time at House of Charm and the lessons she learned there.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Jessica Eve Rattner

Lee in her garden. It is overgrown and wild now, but Lee still attends to certain plants
with great attention and care.

Kid gloves are well preserved in the drawer of a bedroom vanity.

Lee stands in front of cans and bottles she has collected over many months. Eventually
her son will load them into his truck and he and Lee will bring them to the recycling
center where they will be redeemed for about $200.

Lee is reflected in the front window of her house. Shortly after this picture was made her
son emptied the house, filling six enormous dumpsters in the process.

Lee at the local movie theater after the showing of a documentary about recycling in
which she was featured.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

Scebrenica, from night to night
Srebrenica (Bosnia and Herzegovina), beautiful and
quiet—20 years after an infamous genocide, the city
seems frozen in its own history. A new generation
wanders throughout its dark remains, stuck in an
endless night.

Adrien Selbert
France
cargocollective.com/aselbert

All captions: Srebrenica, from night to night.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Adrien Selbert
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Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Adrien Selbert
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

After SELMA
“We have marched from Selma, but 50 years later, where are we now?”

Above:
Untitled, 2015.

A contemporary look at the ongoing civil rights struggle in America.

From top to bottom:
Untitled, 2015.
Forward, 2015.

Joshua Rashaad McFadden

Man and Young Man, 2015.

United States
www.joshuarashaad.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Joshua Rashaad McFadden

LensCulture | lensculture.com

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

“We Shall Overcome Someday,” 2015.

Foot Soldiers, 2015.

We Do Have a Leader, 2015.

Veiw from Edmund Pettus Bridge, 2015.

The Road to Selma, 2015.

Heaven Help Us All, 2015.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Joshua Rashaad McFadden
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JUROR’S PICK GRANT WINNER

The Wake
Offering new perspectives on contemporary Aboriginal life through
a comparison with a famed, century-old photographic archive. In
each diptych, the past, the subjects and the photographer come into
intense, performative dialogue.

Christian Vium

Note: The Sir Baldwin W. Spencer and Frank J. Gillen photographs are from the

Denmark

of the images and the views expressed in the work are those of the author

www.christianvium.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Christian Vium

collections of Museum Victoria and South Australia Museum. The repurposing

alone and in conjunction with community consultation.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Paul Thulin
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Davai Donbass
On the front lines in Donetsk, Ukraine—the site of Europe’s first civil
war of the 21st century.

Above:

Clockwise from top left:

Battle of Donetsk’s airport. Commander Givi and his
soldiers during an attack against the Ukrainian troops
at Donetsk airport.

Separatist volunteer I. Separatist sniper during the
attack of the airport of Donetsk.
The morgue. The morgue of the city of Donetsk.
Everyday a dozen corpses arrive from the frontline.
Most of them are not recognized.
Separatist volunteer II. Frontline of Debaltsavo.
In February the separatists occupied the town,
forcing Russia and the Ukrainian government to
draft a new agreement.

Alfredo Bosco
Italy
www.alfredobosco.com

Ea Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Alfredo Bosco h Awards Annual 2015 | Alexander Petrenko
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Unanswered
Coming face to face with the eternal questions, the unresolvable
mysteries, the fundamental irresolution of the human being.

Álvaro Calvo
Spain
www.alvarocalvo.es

All captions: Untitled.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Álvaro Calvo

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Julia Wannabe
Exploring the sources of womanhood by capturing those painful, beautiful
moments of transition between childhood and becoming an adult.

Anna Grzelewska
Poland
www.annagrzelewska.com

All captions: Julia Wannabe.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Anna Grzelewska

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Memory Stirred
“Exploring the mendacity of memory and its relation to youth” through
nostalgia-filled portraiture of a rural area’s next generation.

Opposite page from top to bottom:
Chapped Lips, 2010.
Matias at Eleven, 2009.

Antonio Ysursa
United States
www.antonioysursa.com

Clockwise from top left:
Natalia Reaching, 2008.
Sheep Skin, 2009.
Backyard Games, 2011.
Dad With The Sheep, 2010.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Antonio Ysursa

LensCulture | lensculture.com

The Kitsch Destruction of Our World
The Kitsch Destruction of Our World — “1 compact camera. 1 flash +
color gel. 10,000 km road trip through Canada. Lots of weed.”

Benoit Paillé
United States
www.cherylmedow.com

Snapshot, Tofino, wtf. Documenting my life.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Benoit Paillé

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

Bush fire, Perdue, Saskatchewan, Canada, 2015.
Documenting my life.

A man making use of psychokinesis power on my model,
Vancouver, Canada, 2015. Documenting my life.

Athabasca Falls, Jasper National Park, Highway 93,
Canada, 2015. Documenting my life.

Freehug, Saskatchewan, Canada, 2015. Documenting my life.

Old WWII bunker transformed for camping, and a
flying cat, Vancouver Island, Ucluelet, BC, Canada,
2015. Documenting my life.

THC smoke, And my portable Flash/life, Banff, Alberta, Canada,
2015. Documenting my life.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

FINALIST

All captions: Untitled.

CY Frankel
United Kingdom
www.cyfrankel.com

Careful
Through careful sequencing, seemingly unrelated photos
take on fluid, open-ended meanings which come to life in the
imaginations of each viewer.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | CY Frankel
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FINALIST

The Last Men
On a mysterious island north of Greeland, an isolated populations find
itself torn between modernity and tradition, resistance and survival.

Camille M.
France
www.camillem.net

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Camille M.

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

Uummannaq, Greenland, 2015.

Car Abandoned on the Ice, Greenland, 2015.

Man Looking for Seals, Greenland, 2015.

Industrial Area, Greenland, 2015.

Waste, Greenland, 2015.

Petroleum Pump, Greenland, 2015.

Dogs on Ice, Greenland, 2015.

Fishing, Greenland, 2015.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Top row:

The Gulf
Understanding the 5,000-mile U.S. Gulf Coast by way of the region’s
relationship to nature—alternately reverent and blindly negligent.

Above:
Rainbow Trout.

Burnout.
Swarming Behavior.
Mermaid.

Middle row:
Wave.
Trailer Park.

Camilo Ramirez
United States
www.camramirez.com

Arabian Horse and Trailer.

Bottom row:
Elevator.
Power Plant.
Jefferson Davis and Varina Davis.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Camilo Ramirez
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74 Genocides: Yazidis
Threatened by genocidal violence from the Islamic State, the Yazidi
people are desperately struggling not just for their religious identity,
but their very existence.

Christian Werner
Germany
www.werner-photography.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Christian Werner
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Works of Fire
“Darkness is commonplace; it is light that is the rarity.” The sense of
wonder cast by light in an otherwise impenetrable darkness is the
driving force behind these unique, gunpowder-generated prints.

Christopher Colville

Clockwise from top left:
Untitled Work of Fire .08-06-13 2013. 24.5 x 10 Unique
gunpowder generated gelatin silver prints.

United States

Untitled Work of Fire .04-08-13 2013. 8.5 x 6 5/8
Unique gunpowder generated gelatin silver print.

christophercolville.com

Gunpowder Moon 2011. 10x8 Unique gunpowder
generated gelatin silver print.
Untitled Work of Fire 2011.
Unique gunpowder generated gelatin silver print.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Christopher Colville

Untitled Work of Fire .34 2011. 10x8 Unique gunpowder
generated gelatin silver print.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Kraftwerk Jugend /
Powerplant Youth
Against the backdrop of a
depressed, eastern German
town, we find the unruly energies
of youth looking for some outlet,
striving for a different future.

Clockwise from top left:

Daniel Seiffert

Kraftwerk jugend / Powerplant Youth.
The former power plant in Vetschau.

Germany

Kraftwerk jugend / Powerplant Youth.
Two girls smoking.

www.danielseiffert.de

Kraftwerk jugend / Powerplant Youth.
At a graduation ball.

Kraftwerk jugend / Powerplant Youth.
A young man in front of a typical haystack.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Daniel Seiffert

Kraftwerk jugend / Powerplant Youth.
Two young girls hanging around in an
abandoned police station.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

The Old World

Above:

Curls

Self-portraits probing the duality within each individual—solitude and
stillness against wild, unconscious dreams and uncontrollable anxieties.

Emily Sheffer
United States
www.emilysheffer.com

Clockwise from top left:
Puddle.
Doorway.
Tree.
Grapes

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Emily Sheffer
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Etienne Malapert
Switzerland
www.etiennemalapert.com

The City of Possibilities
In the middle of the United Arab Emirates’ desert, a new city-sized
showplace for clean and renewable energy is rising up from the arid
land—funded by Emirati oil-money.

All captions: Masdar City: The City of Possibilities.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Etienne Malapert
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Unposed
Backstage at the world’s greatest
fashion shows—a place devoid of
pretense, wholly transitory, without past
or future: it only exists here and now.

Right:
Versace backstage, Milan 2012.
For T - The New York Times Magazine.

Bottom:
Versace backstage, Milan 2013. For RCS Italia.

Top row:
Giorgio Armani fashion show, as part of the September 2014 Milan Fashion Show.
Blumarine backstage. As part of the February 2015 Milan Fashion Week.
Model backstage at Roberto Cavalli fashion show. As Part of the February 2015 Milan
Fashion Week. Shot for T -The New York Times magazine.

Middle row:
Models backstage at Dolce&Gabbana fashion show. As Part of the February 2015
Milan Fashion Week. Shot for T -The New York Times magazine.
Versace backstage. Milan Fashion Week 2012. Shot for RCS.

Filippo Mutani

Prada backstage, Milan 2013. For RCS Italia.

Italy
www.filippomutani.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Filippo Mutani
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Frances F Denny
United States
www.francesfdenny.com

Let Virtue Be Your Guide
A deeply personal search for meaning in heritage, an artist’s reckoning

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

Hope, in the Guest Bedroom
(Mt. Desert Island, ME).

Floral Patterns (Woods Hole, MA).

Portrait of My Grandmother in My Mother’s
House (Cambridge, MA).

with a traditional, New England version of American femininity.

Aunt N., Before Her Portrait (New York, NY).
China Pantry (Woods Hole, MA).

Attic (Woods Hole, MA).
Tablecloth (Milton, MA).

My Mother, Thanksgiving (Cambridge, MA).

Above:

Edith, with a Portrait of Her Ancestor
(Milton, MA).

My Mother’s Hands (Salem, MA).

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Frances F Denny
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A Singular Sense of Urgency
A contemplative exploration of connecting with the temporary —
photographic musings on ephemerality and change.

Hannah Cooper
McCauley
United States
www.hannahlcooper.com

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Hannah Cooper McCauley

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

The House on the Meadow.

The Vision.

The Growing Pain.

The Harvest.

The Drowning Dream.

The Red Sea.

The Return.

The Other Mother.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Floodlit Football Grounds of Sussex, England
at Night

Above:
Arundel 3 Rye United 3. Mill Road, Arundel,
Sussex 2011 Attendance 53.

Scattered across non-descript suburbs and deserted country lanes,
artificially-lit football pitches transform the English countryside into
something that appears deeply dramatic.

Ian Hughes
United Kingdom
www.ianhughesphotos.com

From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

Bexhill United 3 Rye United 2. The Polegrove, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex 2011
Attendance 78.

Lancing 1 Littlehampton Town 6. Culver Road, Lancing, Sussex 2014
Attendance 117.

Eastbourne United AFC 1 Peacehaven & Telscombe 0. The Oval, Eastbourne,
Sussex 2011 Attendance 57.

Lewes 0 Bromley 0. The Dripping Pan, Lewes, Sussex 2011 Attendance 340.

Pagham 1 Chichester City 1. Nyetimber Lane, Pagham, Sussex 2011 Attendance 114.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Ian Hughes

Littlehampton Town 1 East Preston 2. St Flora Sportsfield, Littlehampton,
Sussex 2011 Attendance 41.

LensCulture | lensculture.com

Ima Mfon
United States
www.ima-mfon.com

Nigerian Identity
Scattered across non-descript suburbs and deserted country lanes,
artificially-lit football pitches transform the English countryside into
something that appears deeply dramatic.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Ima Mfon
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Inés Duemig
Germany
www.inesduemig.com

Apart Together
Today, there are over 200 million migrants worldwide—this
overwhelming figure is humanized through the narrative of Sahra, a
Somalian refugee living in Munich.

Emerging Talents Annual 2015 | Inés Duemig
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TV Culture in United Arab Emirates
Dissecting the United Arab Emirates’ contradictions by examining its
futuristic, forward-looking TV studios against the presenters’ deeply
conservative appearances.

Above:

Top row:

Sama TV Channel. Dubai, UAE.

Abu Dhabi TV Channel. Abu Dhabi, UAE.
Noor TV Channel. Dubai, UAE.
Sama TV Channel. Dubai, UAE.

Middle row:
Sharjah TV Channel. Sharjah, UAE.
Abu Dhabi TV Channel. Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Jaime Puebla
Poland
www.jaimepuebla.com

Abu Dhabi Sports TV Channel. Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Bottom row:
Abu Dhabi TV Channel. Abu Dhabi, UAE.
Abu Dhabi Sports TV Channel. Abu Dhabi, UAE.
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Laws of Silence
Utilizing symbols of a broken childhood and signifiers of alienation,
these photographs emerge from that emotional space of longing, of
wishing for things that never were and might never be.

Jennifer McClure
United States
www.jennifermcclure.com
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Top row:
As Shadows #01. HIM.
As Shadows #03. HIM.
As Shadows #04. HER.

Middle row:
As Shadows #05. HIM.
As Shadows #06. HIM.
As Shadows #07. HIM.

Bottom row:
As Shadows #08. HIM.
As Shadows #09. HIM.

Jialuo Wu
United States
www.rickywu.com

As Shadows
A newly wed husband strives to understand his new partner through
photography—the resulting images are not about documentation or
storytelling—”they are my declarations of love.”

Above:
As Shadows #02. HER.
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The Horizontal Mode of a
Waking Life
By displacing ordinary objects and
radically recontextualizing them,
this series allows us to perceive our
habitual existence in a wholly new way.

Clockwise from top right:
Dishwasher cooking.
Pig’s blood.
Eggs, threads.

Top row:
Taro.
Octopus, kitchen countertop.
Sugar cubes, coffee.

Middle row:
Cooktop.
Instant noodle, dog bowl.

Jiaxi Yang

Coffee sleeve, toilet paper core, foil.

United States
Jiaxiyang.com
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The School of Shepherds

Clockwise from top left:
Eloy González (22 years old), from Mataró city, was a student of the School
of Shepherds of Catalonia in 2010.

While the world population urbanizes, a group
of young people in Spain re-embrace old ways—

A farmer works with horseshoes, Pobleta de Bellveí, Catalan Pyrenees.

discovering a positive current of rural regeneration.

Josep Font, 32 years old, in Llesuí village, Catalan Pyrenees.
Sisco Baron (33 years old) is a young shepherd from Begues, close to
Barcelona city.
Cows in a corral in Aguiró, Vall Fosca, Catalan Pyrenees.

Joan Alvado
Spain
www.joanalvado.com

From top to bottom:
Pau Ramirez (19 years old) is a student of the School of Shepherds.
Herd of sheeps in the mountains of Salau, Catalan Pyrenees.
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FM-LP

Clockwise from top left:
FM LP AR. Cerro Castor Argentina.

Using long exposures and carefully calibrated lanterns, these nighttime

FM LP AR. Ushuaia Argentina.

landscapes are transformed into glorious “Full Moon Light Paintings”.

FM LP BR. Santo Antonio de Pinhal Brasil.
FM LP BR. Santo Antonio de Pinhal Brasil.
FM LP AR. Cerro Castor Argentina.

Karina Sechi
France

From top to bottom:
FM LP VE. Auyantepui Kerepakupai Venezuela.
FM LP AR. Ushuaia Argentina.
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From top to bottom:
Phelix (28) gay sex worker in Kenya, looks himself in a mirror after he broke up with
his boyfriend.
Oliver (20) Ugandan student, watches gay porn in his room, before going to sleep.
Burundian gay refugees living in the Kakuma refugee camp of Kenya, are arrested by
the public police under the suspicion of engaging in gay love.

Opposite page clockwise from top left:
Felix (24) Ugandan gay designer, takes off his shirt and stretches in a garden, where
he can most relax.
“Gays are supposed to be killed” written on the door of Burundian gay refugee’s
house in Kakuma refugee camp, Kenya.
Phelix, (28) dances with a drunk boy in a pub where he is working as a sex worker.

Forget-me-not
Using long exposures and carefully calibrated lanterns, these nighttime
landscapes are transformed into glorious “Full Moon Light Paintings”.

Keiji Fujimoto
Japan
www.keijifujimoto.net
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Events in Nature
Carefully post-produced images result in an uneasy world that is “like

Above:
The Conversation.

the thick memory of a strange dream from two nights ago that somehow seems more important and real than the everyday.”

Clockwise from top left:
FM LP AR. Cerro Castor Argentina.
FM LP AR. Ushuaia Argentina.

Kristoffer Axén
Sweden
www.kristofferaxen.com
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Northwoods Journals
A photographic journey to piece
together a disconnected ancestral
narrative, resulting in a lyrical body
of work not unlike a bizarre, macabre
family album.

Kurt Simonson
United States
www.kurtsimonson.com
From top to bottom:

From top to bottom:

Not To Be Opened Until My Death, 2009.

Birdhouse, 2011.

Norma’s Bible, 2008.

Brooke, 2009.

Not A Creature Was Stirring, 2002.

Ryan (with Pop Tart), 2012.

Above:
Mikey’s Truck, 2007.
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Maysa
Shot in one of São Paulo’s most dangerous slums, the inspiring story
of Maysa, a bright young contestant in a children’s beauty pageant.

Opposite page from top to bottom:
Maysa, 11, and Luana, 5, in Brasilandia.
Maysa perches on the armrest in her house. She lives in Brasilandia
one of the most dangerous slums in Sao Paulo - Brazil.

Clockwise from top left:
Brasilândia, a dangerous slum on the outskirts of São Paulo.
The green dress Maysa was wearing, hanging on a windowpane in
her home in Brasilandia.
Maysa’s birthday. She lives with her mother, three uncles and her
sister Luana. They are Catholic.

Luisa Dorr
Brazil
www.luisadorr.com

Being a Miss goes far beyond her talent; it´s a way to survive in her
environment. She is among the many young women in sociallydisadvantaged communities in Sao Paulo, facing entrenched
poverty, violence, racism, trauma, and a range of other barriers to
health and well-being.
Making up before going out of her home.
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Adrift

Above:
Adrift # 13 & 14.

By comparing Antarctic icebergs and Eskimo hunting cabins, we find a
silent, yet potent, commentary on the unrelenting threat of global warming.

Opposite page clockwise from top left:
Adrift # 3 & 4.
Adrift # 5 & 6.
Adrift # 9 & 10.
Adrift # 15 & 16.
Adrift # 11 & 12.
Adrift # 7 & 8.

Magda Biernat
United States
www.magdabiernat.com
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Enkele Ideeën
An ambitious collaborative art/travel
project across Sweden transforms into
a precious diary of those moments in
between, the unexpected times when
the true meaning of travel comes to light.
Opposite page:
Dom idee. The English translation is: Stupid idea. Because that’s
what it is: walking on ice in the beginning of May.

Clockwise from top left:
Willy’s shopping cart. Jesse is very fond of this shopping cart. He
collects a lot of interesting stuff on the street in it and is planning to
make it into a four season shopping cart, e.g. with ski’s in the winter
and bicycle wheels in the summer.
Willy’s replica. The original Willy’s shopping cart is lost. Jesse
decides to make a wooden replica (view from the caravan).
Scavenging in winter time. Jesse has been experimenting with
moulds to make casts of snow. This hollow metal piece was good
to make cylindric shapes.
Northern lights.
Two oven rolls. Since regular Swedish bread is too sweet, oven
rolls were the better option. This was the first attempt to bake them
in the wood stove.

Marie Pauline Niks
Belgium
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Clockwise from top left:
Untitled 01, from the Post series.
Untitled 04, from the Post series.
Untitled 05, from the Post series.
Untitled 06, from the Post series.
Untitled 07, from the Post series.

Post
In the aftermath of a serious car accident, this project became a
personal meditation on corporeality and pain.

Marta Zgierska
Poland
www.martazgierska.com

Untitled 03, from the Post series.
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SINGLE IMAGE WINNER

Opposite page from top to bottom:
Railway bridge, Owl Mts.
Franciszek. Director of former secret Industrial
Works R-1, a company for searching, mining and
enriching uranium ore.

This page top row:
Bóbr river near Miedzianka, south-western
Poland. Miedzianka and it’s surrounding were
badly destroyed during the 1950s by excessive
uranium mining works.
Miedzianka. View from inside of Evangelican
church onto a Catholic church on Miedzianka
market square. Both the Evangelican church and
market square were completely destroyed by
uranium mining works in 1950s.

Uranium
Digging deep into the Sudetes Mountains—once, one of the richest
mineral deposits in Europe, now a region haunted by ghosts of the
past and murky promises of still untapped treasures below.

This page middle row:
Miner’s Culture House, Kowary.
Former mining pit, Wieściszowice.
Industrial Works R-1. Uranium ore enriching plant
of the former top secret Polish-Soviet company
“Zakłady Przemysłowe R-1.”.

This page bottom row:

Michał Sierakowski

Remains of uranium mine, Okrzeszyn.

Poland
www.michalsierakowski.pl
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Brothers and Sisters—Russian Mennonites
Rediscovering the Mennonites—a German-Christian sect banished to
the steppes of Siberia yet still clinging onto a centuries-old identity.

Above:

Clockwise from top left:

Girl in the front yard of her parents new bought house on the
third day in Solnzevka. Omsk Oblast, 2014.

One street leads through the German village
Petrovka. Omsk Oblast, 2013.
Sisters in their room on a saturday afternoon in
Petrovka. Omsk Oblast, 2014.
Three days after a house purchase including a
pool in Solnzevka. Omsk Oblast, 2014.
Former mining pit, Wieściszowice.
A Learning Station about “Praying” during the
evangelisation for kids. Omsk Oblast, 2014.

Mika Sperling

Siblings play with Russian neighbors in the
backyard in Petrovka. Omsk Oblast, 2014.

Germany
www.mikasperling.de
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Ghost Stepping
A reflection on the fragments and layers that shape the photographer’s
personal landscape, its erosion, and its transformation.

Above:

Top row:

Christening Dress.

Their Feathers Seemed Like Omens.
In Their Purse Pockets.
The Wolves.

Top row:
Whispers Caught Silent.
The Mountains, They Call Me.

Molly Lamb
United States
www.mollylamb.com

He Asked Me To Name Him, Red Bear.

Top row:
Tissues.
Unearthed.
Kept In A Prescription Bottle.
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Top row:

Middle row:

Bottom row:

Warf Jeremie slum, December 2011, Port-auPrince. The poorest bidonville in Haiti. A member
of a gang running away between shacks during a
clash between gangs.

Saut D’eau, the sacrifice of a bull to the spirits asking
for a favor.

Wilner, 23 years old, is the leader of his gang
called Soleil noir (black sun). Wilner is in his shack
in the Belencourt district.

Cite Soleil is one of the seven municipalities of
Port-au-Prince. This area is considered by the UN
as one of the poorest and most dangerous in the
Western Hemisphere. Here, there’s the largest
landfill in Haiti, a slum named Warf Jeremie, the
final frontier of humanity for the Haitian people.

Port-au-Prince, in Soleil 4, a sub-district of Citè Soleil. A
Voodoo Priest during a ceremony in his own temple.
Warf Jeremie, the commercial harbor of Port-au-Prince.

“Le Champ” (The field), the unofficial cemetery in
Cite Soleil. This is the field where historically the
bandits were buried.The grave of Willy, the historic
leader of one of the most powerful gangs armed
by President Aristide in the ‘90s.

Port-au-Prince, Belencourt district, December
2011. The most loved group of rappers named
“Positif Rap.” The communities of rappers are
always directly linked with the local gang. Lyrics
are always filled with words of freedom and
revenge against political oppression and poverty.

The Noble Fire of Ancient Slaves
Cite Soleil, the poorest neighborhood in the ravaged Haitian capital

Above:
Port-au-Prince, July 2010. The inflamed skull is the door to the
evocation of oldest spirits during a Voodoo ceremony.

of Port-au-Prince, is a microcosm for all the ills that have befallen this
proud yet tortured country.

Paolo Marchetti
Italy
www.paolomarchetti.org
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Life & Death in El Salvador
To be between 12 and 25 in El Salvador is to live in constant fear of
kidnapping, rape, torture, murder. But despite the grim stories and
harsh realities, this reportage seeks to grasp the shades of gray that
necessarily constitute the complexity of everyday life in this embattled country.

Patrick Tombola
Spain
www.info@patricktombola.net
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Reaching Europe
After giving up their life savings and braving death, what happens to
the African migrants who actually succeed in crossing the Mediterrenean? A penetrating report on a migrant “reception center” on the

Above:
TV. The TV doesn’t work. Instead someone from the staff
has put on a film which is screened from a laptop on top of
the green plastic chair. Being entertained is a rare event in
the reception center so everybody gather around the small
screen where an Italian action movie is on.

coast of Sicily, where refugees are greeted to Europe by something
approaching incarceration.

Sofie Amalie Klougart
Denmark
www.sofieamalieklougart.dk
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By The Grace of God
Inspired by the phrase “American By Birth, Southern By The Grace Of
God,” a series of environmental portraits that glimpse at the core of
Southern identity in the contemporary world.

Above:

Clockwise from top left:

Destiny, VA.

Marine, Hotel Near Airport, Richmond, VA.
Woman Delivering Wedding Gifts After Storm.
Used Car Lot Holy Bible.
Diospyros virginiana, (Virginia Sugar-plum ).
Young Girl at the Double Dy, Tutwiler, Mississippi.

Susan Worsham
United States
www.susanworshamphotography.com
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Opposite page:
Water Bottles. Water is the main source of hydration when crossing the
desert. In the Tucson sector of the U.S./Mexico border, heavy-duty black
plastic bottles are commonly used as canteens and are occasionally covered/
insulated with remnants of clothing or blanket.

This page top row:
Billfolds and Wallets. When first apprehended, detainees are transported to
the nearest U.S. Customs and Border Patrol facility to begin processing.
Non-essential personal property is disposed of during intake.
Soap. Non-essential personal property disposed of during intake.
Used Car Lot Holy Bible.
Blood Donor. About four percent of the U.S. population donates blood.

This page middle row:
Earphones. Non-essential personal property disposed of during intake.

Tom Kiefer
United States
www.elsuenoamericanproject.com

El Sueno Americano Project
The personal effects and belongings of people apprehended in the
desert by U.S. Border Patrol, showing the most bare essentials that

Shoelaces. Items such as belts and shoelaces are categorized as contraband
and could be used as weapons to harm themselves or others and are
removed from the detainees.
Flatware. Non-essential personal property disposed of during intake.

This page bottom row:
Oral Hygiene. Non-essential personal property disposed of during intake.

these migrants chose to bring with them in starting their new life.
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Clockwise from top left:
I am always here.
The storm above his house.
Broke down in your mind.
The time they took you to the beach.
Us three.

William Douglas
United States
www.willwdoug.com

The Same Difference Between Us and Them
Working in the tradition of an on-the-road artist, these photos from
the Atlantic coast use the central theme of water to explore ideas of
deteoriation, religion and growth.

Directions to their favorite place.
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Corrections
The American juvenile detention system, shot from the perspective of
a deliquent “tracker”—by employing ideas of anonymity, voyeurism,
and introspection, these photos try to examine the youth’s own
experience in the system and how the concepts of privacy and control
may affect their future.

Above:

Top row:

Earl at 15 (1:30pm Visit).

Omnilink Electronic Monitoring Unit.
Jaeshawn at 16.
Burglary and Assault Causing Bodily Injury.

Middle row:
Urinalysis.
Earl’s Bed (Hickory Pod).

Zora Murff
United States

Lucas at 15.

Bottom row:
Attempted Murder, Going Armed with Intent, Intimidation with
a Dangerous Weapon, Willful Injury Causing Serious Injury.

www.zora-murff.com
Sheila at 15 (Off Paper).
Nathan at 18 (Reoffended As An Adult).
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LensCulture is one of the largest online destinations
to discover curated contemporary photography from
around the world. We reach a global audience of over
1.5 million monthly via the web, social media, and
mobile platforms. Throughout the year, LensCulture
hosts several international photography competitions
with photographers from over 140 countries. We also
curate photography exhibitions in leading cities and
create projections that are screened at international
photography festivals.
Our mission is to discover the best of contemporary
photography and share it with the largest audience
possible. We believe talented photographers deserve
global exposure that can lead to valuable, careerbuilding opportunities. We are committed to helping
photographers of all levels to advance their careers
and become better photographers, a goal we hope to
accomplish in everything we do at LensCulture.
Visit us at lensculture.com and become an active part
of the community!
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Discovering the best in contemporary photography

